
Discover a hotel that defines a new dimension
of luxury

The client
One of our leading client which is located in south africa, spanning the length and breadth of the country, gracing 
important industrial towns, cities and wildlife destinations, each  hotel offers the luxury of service, vantage locations, 
modern amenities and business facilities.

Business situation      
The client wanted us to develop an end-to-end system with all the online features which can track all the details for 
customer, maintain the information about hotel availability and can maintain the details of customer booking information 
and all other management activities for their hotel so that managing of bookings and transactions of their hotel will be 
time saving and automated.

The challenges
Our client was facing  a challenge when it comes to its online reservation system. Customize the software to the specific
client requirements based on seasonal changes for tariff rate changes, details of customer booking and bundled services 
that were provided to customers in the off and on season were the biggest challenges for us. 
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Important features captured with solution:

Daily updates and reporting was to be made available at any time of the day 

Reduced data and software redundancy and man hours of labour 

Ability to integrate all aspects of the hotel from housekeeping, front-desk and room management to accounting

Ability to plan for any offers, special promotions to increase occupancy by generating system reports

Update the accounting data in real time so that finance team could generate reports without delay and check them in

 real time

Real time data update for reservations, check out, check ins and other bookings to avoid any wrong customer 

commitments

The benefits   

Booking of rooms online and booking venues within the hotel (banquet halls, conference rooms) and generate 

customer invoice

Our automated and flexible system is time saving . This system is fully computerized and user friendly even that any of

 the hotel staff can see the report and status of the company

This system is so much efficient so that whenever a new user submits his / her details to the website is updated 

automatically. This record will be useful for other users instantly

The complete control of the system will be under the hands of authorized person who has the password to access this 

project and illegal access is not supposed to deal with

The solutions
To overcome the problems and difficulties of manual system, Briskon proposed online hotel management system to our 
client which will provide online facility for booking rooms, track the information about check in and check out customer. It
will also manage and keep records of hotel. Our expertize team of system developers, programmers and testers created
validation, special authorization checks, and groups in the software to limit access was followed. 

We also made to generate various type of reports for day-to-day, weekly, monthly and yearly reporting from within the 
system. These reports reduced lots and lots of man hours of labor and helped them quarter end and year end reporting 
requirements. 

According to the provided scope of hotel operations, it was important we checked the software working from time to time 
and hence we had continuous testing of the software with each milestone achievement and we were getting feedback from 
end users in real time. This helped us to improve the software each day based on user feedback. This also made employees 
confident in the use of software post go-live and change management was easy when the transition happened from a paper
based system to live. This solution allow to the customer to choose different types of room with additional facility like food, 
laundry, phone etc. 

We successfully delievered  “HOTEL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE “ implemented by us according to the client's requirements.
Also the client was able to integrate its website and online bookings done. This system will improve for the future
requirements of staff, food, etc, management’s decision making and added a whole new parameter to efficient hotel 
operations.

        

    

  

        

The following benefits are given below which our system proposed:
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About Briskon
Founded in 2005, Briskon is a privately held global web development and software applications development company 
operates from Silicon Valley and Bangalore (headquarter). Briskon is a highly process driven organization with extensive 
experience of working with great companies. The young and vibrant team of Briskon consists of highly skilled managers, 
analysts developers and QA personnel, working together we deliver world class quality products and solutions. Our 
unerring commitment to quality and continuous learning to stay abreast of the latest technologies enables us to 
consistently deliver customer delight.

Our approach extends our innovative technological capabilities to service clients across all domains. Briskon's solutions 
expand to cover the entire spectrum of IT, Software Products and Professional Services. In order to serve our clients 
more efficiently, Briskon has split its strategic business units into 3 distinct focus areas:

 

Solutions Engineering Group (SEG)
Professional Services Group (PSG)
Offshore Services & Support (OSS)
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